**Title and Code of Course:** British History I: From the Age of the Celts to the Napoleonic Wars ERPB-BAN 2210

**Instructor’s Name:** Dr. Erzsébet Stróbl

**Instructor’s Email Address:** erzsebet.strobl@gmail.com

| Credit Point Value: | 6 | Number of Lessons per Week: | 2 | Type of Course: | Seminar ☐ | Lecture ☒ | Method of Evaluation: | Oral Examination ☐ | In-Class Presentation ☐ | Other ☒ |

**Course Description:**
The aim of this survey course is to introduce British history to students from the Celtic period up to the end of the Napoleonic Wars (1815). Based on the framework of political history, the course also presents the underlying economic, cultural, social and philosophical realities of the most iconic periods of British history. The course aims to enhance students’ skills in reading and interpreting primary sources and encourages them to form their own opinion and ideas about historical documents and cultural artefacts.
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